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Abstract

The majority of man-made objects are designed to serve a certain
function, and this is often reflected by the geometry of the objects,
or the way that they are used or organized in an environment. In re-
cent years, many efforts in shape analysis have developed methods
that extract high-level structural and semantic information from ge-
ometric shapes and scenes, especially involving man-made objects.
One can argue that the ultimate goal of some of these works is to
understand the functionality of the objects. Moreover, there have
also been works that explicitly model and incorporate functionality
into the processing of shapes and scenes. Thus, functionality has
been receiving increasingly more attention in shape analysis and
geometric modeling, either directly or indirectly, since function-
ality considerations can aid in applications such as semantic clas-
sification, shape editing and synthesis, as well as product design,
development, and fabrication.

In this course, we discuss recent developments that incorporate
functionality aspects into the analysis of 3D shapes and scenes,
to provide a summary of the state-of-the-art in this area, including
a discussion of key ideas and literature works. More specifically,
we first discuss approaches that are precursors in this front, such
as structure-aware and data-driven methods that learn relationships
between shape parts or objects in scenes. Next, we cover works
that more explicitly model the functionality of shapes and scenes,
such as agent- and interaction-based methods. The course is struc-
tured in the form of talks given by four different speakers, aided by
electronic slides that include notes for subsequent consultation.

Keywords: Shape analysis, functionality analysis, geometric
modeling

1 Course rationale

“Being originally rooted in the visual effects and game industry,
computer graphics offers a unique blend between creativity and
broad and deep expertise at the interface between math, physics, art
and computer science. With this background, it is perfectly suited
to become a leader of the virtual prototyping and mass customiza-
tion revolution that, in the era of the cloud and 3D printing, will
fundamentally change the way how things are designed and made.”

— SIGGRAPH Asia 2016 Call for Courses

Functionality-aware processing is still relatively new in graphics.
However, the number of papers published at graphics conferences
explicitly addressing functionality is growing. Moreover, incorpo-
rating models of functionality in an effective manner is a funda-
mental and pressing problem, important for applications such as
fabrication and product design, which benefit from an explicit un-
derstanding of the function or purpose of an object. As the call of
submissions for the SIGGRAPH Asia 2016 Courses states, com-
puter graphics is perfectly suited to become a leader of the virtual
prototyping and mass customization revolution. Thus, we believe
that this is the right time for introducing a course on functionality
analysis in computer graphics, and bringing awareness to functional
aspects in shape analysis and processing.

The goal of our course is to give the necessary background to re-
searchers wishing to enter this field by discussing the state-of-the-
art works on functionality analysis. Moreover, there have been sev-
eral relevant works on this topic in the related disciplines of design,
computer vision, and robotics. We also discuss works from these
areas in our course to bring this knowledge to our community.

In relation to previous courses, Niloy Mitra and colleagues pre-
sented a course on “Structure-aware shape processing” in SIG-
GRAPH Asia 2013 and SIGGRAPH 2014. Moreover, Kai Xu
and colleagues presented a course on “Data-driven visual comput-
ing” in SIGGRAPH Asia 2014. Although we also discuss selected
structure-aware and data-driven approaches, the key difference to
these previous courses is that we focus on the functionality aspect
of these works, especially, on how the proposed methods extract
and represent the functionality of objects. In addition, the second
part of our course covers recent works that have not received atten-
tion in previous courses.

2 Intended audience and prerequisites

Our course is targeted at researchers and students in computer
graphics and computer vision who would like to become more fa-
miliar with the course topic and related literature. Our aim is to
provide a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art in the use of
functionality for shape analysis.

The course requires the audience to be familiar with basic concepts
of geometry, computer graphics, and geometric modeling in 3D.
Knowledge of machine learning is also helpful but not necessary.

3 Course materials

The course consists of talks given by four speakers, aided by elec-
tronic slides. The slides are attached to the end of this document.
In addition, slides with notes are available at http://vcc.szu.edu.cn/
courses/functionality. The references cited in the slides are listed at
the end of this document.

4 Schedule

Introduction (15 mins): introduction to the topic of functionality
analysis, description of what is covered in the course, and rationale
and motivation for the course.

Part 1: Structure-aware and data-driven works oriented to func-
tionality analysis.
- Speaker: Oliver van Kaick (45 mins).
- Co-segmentation and co-hierarchies of shape collections
- Labeling methods for functionality recognition
- Meta-representation and co-constrained handles
- Symmetry analysis for structure discovery
- Speaker: Youyi Zheng (45 mins).
- Recurring part arrangements in shape collections
- Structure-preserving shape manipulation
- Ergonomics-inspired geometric exploration

Break (15 mins).

http://vcc.szu.edu.cn/courses/functionality
http://vcc.szu.edu.cn/courses/functionality


Part 2: New directions in functionality analysis; models of func-
tionality that are more explicit and global.
- Speaker: Manolis Savva (45 mins).
- Human-centric analysis for understanding interactions
- Inferring action maps in 3D environments
- Activity-centric 3D scene synthesis
- Learning to generate 3D interactions from language
- Speaker: Ruizhen Hu (45 mins).
- Geometric representation of object-object interaction
- Interaction-based complex scene synthesis
- Context-based functionality descriptor
- Functionality model based on co-analysis of interactions

Conclusion (15 mins): summary of the state-of-the-art, and discus-
sion of future challenges and possible future work.

Total time including the break: 3 hours and 45 minutes.

5 Lecturers’ biographies

Ruizhen Hu is an Assistant Professor at Shenzhen University,
China. She received her Ph.D. from the Department of Mathemat-
ics, Zhejiang University. Before that, she spent two years visiting
Simon Fraser University, Canada. Ruizhen’s research interests are
in shape analysis, geometry processing and fabrication. More de-
tails at: http://csse.szu.edu.cn/staff/ruizhenhu/

Oliver van Kaick is an Assistant Professor at Carleton University,
Ottawa, Canada. He received a Ph.D. from the School of Comput-
ing Science at Simon Fraser University (SFU). Oliver was then a
postdoctoral researcher at SFU and Tel Aviv University. Oliver’s
research is concentrated in shape analysis and geometric modeling.
More details at: http://www.scs.carleton.ca/∼olivervankaick/index.
html

Youyi Zheng is currently an Assistant Professor at the School of In-
formation Science and Technology, ShanghaiTech University. He
obtained his PhD from the Department of Computer Science and
Engineering at Hong Kong University of Science & Technology,
and his M.Sc. and B.Sc. degrees from the Department of Math-
ematics, Zhejiang University. His research interests include geo-
metric modeling, imaging, and human-computer interaction. More
details at: http://sist.shanghaitech.edu.cn/faculty/zhengyy/

Manolis Savva is a postdoctoral scholar the Princeton Graphics
Group. He obtained his PhD at the Stanford Graphics Lab advised
by Pat Hanrahan. His research focuses on human-centric 3D scene
analysis and scene generation. He has also worked in data visu-
alization, grounding of natural language to 3D content, and more
recently in establishing the ShapeNet large-scale 3D model dataset.
More details at: http://msavva.github.io
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Speakers
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• Introduction: what is this course about?
◦ Concept of functionality

◦ Shape analysis and functionality

◦ Example applications

• Overview of syllabus

Outline

3



• What is this course about?
◦ Cover recent developments that incorporate 

functionality considerations into shape analysis

◦ For the analysis of objects and scenes

• Format: 
◦ Four talks that provide a summary of these 

works

Shape analysis and functionality

4



• “The particular use for which an object is 

designed” [Merriam-Webster dictionary]

What is functionality?
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• “The application of an object in a specific context 

for the accomplishment of a particular purpose” 

[Bogogni & Bajcsy 1995]

What is functionality?
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• There is a difference between “geometric 

appearance” and “functionality”

What is functionality?

Geometry

Functionality
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• “The essential definition of object classes is 

functional” [Stark & Bowyer 1996]

What is functionality?
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• Shape analysis can benefit from 

functionality
◦ Incorporate a model of shape functionality to 

analyze and process 3D objects and scenes

• Why? 
◦ Several applications motivate this goal...

Shape analysis and functionality
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• Object and scene retrieval

• Scene synthesis

• View-point selection

• Modeling and editing

All of these can be made functionality-

aware…

Applications
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Functionality retrieval

Object-in-scene retrieval: Hu et al. [2015]

Scene retrieval: Savva et al. [2014]
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Synthesis and view selection

Scene synthesis: Fisher et al. [2015]

View-point selection: Kim et al. [2014]
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Modeling and design

Schulz et al. [2014] Koo et al. [2014]

Shugrina et al. [2015]
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Modeling and design

Zheng et al. [2013]

Zheng et al. [2015] Duncan et al. [2015]

Hu et al. [2016]
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• Call for courses: “Computer graphics is perfectly 
suited to become a leader of the virtual 
prototyping and mass customization revolution”

• In prototyping and customization, an 
understanding of functionality is essential!

• Thus, we have a pressing but also fundamental
problem in our hands!

• Still much to be done…

Shape analysis and functionality
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• Research questions:
◦ How to represent functionality?

◦ How to derive a functionality model from such 
representations?

◦ How to incorporate functionality models into 
shape analysis and modeling?

◦ How to do this efficiently?

◦ …

Shape analysis and functionality
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• In this course, we will provide a sampler of 

different solutions to these questions

• For various problem domains and targeting 

diverse applications

Shape analysis and functionality
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• Part 1: Structure-aware and data-driven 

works oriented to functionality analysis
◦ Do not explicitly create a model of functionality, 

but recognize it or account for it indirectly

• Part 2: New directions in functionality 

analysis
◦ Explicit functionality models

◦ More global, not necessarily part-based

Course structure
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• Introduction (15 mins)

• Part 1: Structure-aware and data-driven works 

oriented to functionality analysis
◦ Oliver van Kaick (45 mins)

◦ Youyi Zheng (45 mins)

• Break (15 mins)

• Part 2: New directions in functionality analysis
◦ Manolis Savva (45 mins)

◦ Ruizhen Hu (45 mins)

• Conclusion (15 mins)

Course syllabus and schedule
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Structure-aware and 

data-driven works oriented to 

functionality analysis



• Representative methods that are 

precursors in functionality analysis
◦ Structure-aware methods

◦ Data-driven methods

◦ Symmetry detection

• Principles used for functionality inference

• Limitations in terms of functionality analysis

Overview
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What is structure?

22

Arrangement of shape parts

Relations

Parts

Image source: Fish et al., “Meta-representation of shape families“, 2014



What is structure?

23

Structure arises from different constraints:

Physical, Aesthetical, Economical

Image source: Wikimedia Commons



Structure-aware shape processing

24

• Application: high-level processing taking 

into account shape structure

• Preserving structure

• Modifying structure

Funkhouser et al. [2004] Yumer and Kara [2014]

Image source:Funkhouser et al. [2004], and Yumer and Kara [2014]



Structure-aware shape processing
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• First, need to understand shape structure

• Discover parts

• Discover relations between parts

• Then, we can use                                     

the structure…

Relations

Parts



Discovering parts
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• Shape segmentation

• Co-analysis of sets of shapes:
◦ Co-segmentation

◦ Co-hierarchical analysis

Discovering parts
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• Partition a shape into meaningful parts

Shape segmentation
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Unsupervised co-segmentation
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Image source: Sidi et al., “Unsupervised co-segmentation of a set of shapes”, 2011



Unsupervised co-segmentation
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Image source: Sidi et al., “Unsupervised co-segmentation of a set of shapes”, 2011



• Discover meaningful parts of a shape

• Establish correspondence across a set

• Not necessarily in this order

Co-segmentation

31

Image source: Sidi et al., “Unsupervised co-segmentation of a set of shapes”, 2011



• How can we perform the co-segmentation?
◦ Clustering in descriptor space

◦ Using networks of correspondences

◦ Fitting of templates

◦ …

Co-segmentation

32

Image source: Sidi et al., “Unsupervised co-segmentation of a set of shapes”, 2011



Unsupervised co-segmentation
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Pre-segment the shapes into candidate parts

Image source: Hu et al., “Co-segmentation of 3D shapes via subspace clustering”, 2012



Unsupervised co-segmentation

34

Unsupervised co-segmentation of a set of shapes

[Sidi et al. 2011]

Image source: Sidi et al., “Unsupervised co-segmentation of a set of shapes”, 2011



Unsupervised co-segmentation

35

Image source: Sidi et al., “Unsupervised co-segmentation of a set of shapes”, 2011
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Image source: Sidi et al., “Unsupervised co-segmentation of a set of shapes”, 2011



• We can use different clustering approaches

Unsupervised co-segmentation

37

Sidi et al. [2011] Spectral clustering

Hu et al. [2012] Subspace clustering

Meng et al. [2013] Multi-label optimization

Wu et al. [2013] Affinity propagation

Shu et al. [2016] Deep learning

… …



• Parts discovered by their geometry

• Part correspondence also based on 

similarity of geometric descriptors, and 

established via clustering

Unsupervised co-segmentation

38

Image source: Sidi et al., “Unsupervised co-segmentation of a set of shapes”, 2011



• Computing a correspondence and then 

finding the parts can be more flexible

Networks of correspondences

39

Image source: Fish et al., “Structure-oriented networks of shape collections”, 2016



• Create a network of correspondences 

• For all the shapes within a collection

• Propagate segmentation through network

Networks of correspondences

40

Image source: Fish et al., “Structure-oriented networks of shape collections”, 2016



Networks of correspondences

41

Image source: Huang et al., “Functional map networks for analyzing large shape collections”, 2014

Functional map networks for analyzing large shape collections

[Huang et al. 2014]



Structure-oriented networks of shape collections

[Fish et al. 2016]

Networks of correspondences

42

Image source: Fish et al., “Structure-oriented networks of shape collections”, 2016



Connect the nearest neighbors of each shape

Networks of correspondences
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Image source: Fish et al., “Structure-oriented networks of shape collections”, 2016



Form a network of correspondences

Networks of correspondences

44

Image source: Fish et al., “Structure-oriented networks of shape collections”, 2016



Segmentation transfer using the network

Networks of correspondences

45

Image source: Fish et al., “Structure-oriented networks of shape collections”, 2016



• Other methods are possible:
◦ Structural templates

◦ Shape alignment

Unsupervised co-segmentation

46

Templates Fitting on set

Learning part-based templates from large collections of 3D shapes

[Kim et al. 2013]

Image source: Kim et al., “Learning part-based templates from large collections of 3D shapes”, 2013



Co-hierarchical analysis
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Hierarchical segmentation

Image source: van Kaick et al., “Co-Hierarchical Analysis of Shape Structures”, 2013



Co-hierarchical analysis
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Co-Hierarchical Analysis of Shape Structures

[van Kaick et al. 2013]

Image source: van Kaick et al., “Co-Hierarchical Analysis of Shape Structures”, 2013



Co-hierarchical analysis
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Overview of co-hierarchical analysis

…

Input set of shapes Per-shape hierarchies

Image source: van Kaick et al., “Co-Hierarchical Analysis of Shape Structures”, 2013



Co-hierarchical analysis
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Overview of co-hierarchical analysis

…

Cluster-and-selectPer-shape hierarchies

…

Image source: van Kaick et al., “Co-Hierarchical Analysis of Shape Structures”, 2013



Co-hierarchical analysis
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Cluster-and-select scheme

Image source: van Kaick et al., “Co-Hierarchical Analysis of Shape Structures”, 2013



Co-hierarchical analysis
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Overview of co-hierarchical analysis

…

Tree unificationCluster-and-select

Image source: van Kaick et al., “Co-Hierarchical Analysis of Shape Structures”, 2013



Co-hierarchical analysis
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The co-hierarchy of a set of velocipedes

Image source: van Kaick et al., “Co-Hierarchical Analysis of Shape Structures”, 2013



Co-hierarchical analysis
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The co-hierarchy of a set of velocipedes

Image source: van Kaick et al., “Co-Hierarchical Analysis of Shape Structures”, 2013



Co-hierarchical analysis
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The co-hierarchy of a set of velocipedes

Image source: van Kaick et al., “Co-Hierarchical Analysis of Shape Structures”, 2013



Co-hierarchical analysis

56

Common shape structure indicated by 

consistent hierarchies

Image source: van Kaick et al., “Co-Hierarchical Analysis of Shape Structures”, 2013



• Principle 1: corresponding parts on 

shapes likely perform the same function

• Correspondence is based on the geometry 

of parts and the shape structure

• Structure: given by descriptors, templates, 

a hierarchy, …

Functionality aspects

57



• “The particular use for which an object is 

designed” [Merriam-Webster dictionary]

What is functionality?

58

Image source: Hu et al., “Interaction Context (ICON): Towards a Geometric Functionality Descriptor”, 2015



• “The application of an object in a specific context 

for the accomplishment of a particular purpose” 

[Bogogni & Bajcsy 1995]

What is functionality?

59

Image source: Hu et al., “Interaction Context (ICON): Towards a Geometric Functionality Descriptor”, 2015



• Functionality of the shapes versus 

functionality of their parts

Part functionality

60



• Part functionality: the shape capability 

enabled by the part

Part functionality

61



• The analysis reveals possible repeated 

part functionality across shapes

• Does not indicate what the functionality is

• Does not separate functional properties 

from other properties, e.g., aesthetics

Limitations
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• The analysis reveals possible repeated 

part functionality across shapes

• Does not indicate what the functionality is

• Does not separate functional properties 

from other properties, e.g., aesthetics

Limitations
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• Data-driven methods: learn from the data

• Learn how to label shapes

• The goal is to name parts with semantic or 

even functional labels

Labeling methods

64



Data-driven mesh segmentation

65

Learn to label shape parts

Image source: van Kaick et al., “Prior Knowledge for Part Correspondence”, 2011



Learning 3D mesh segmentation

66

Learning 3D segmentation and labeling

[Kalogerakis et al. 2010]

Classifier CRF

Image source: Kalogerakis et al., “Learning 3D segmentation and labeling”, 2010



Geometry and context
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Image source: Laga et al., “Geometry and Context for Semantic Correspondences and Functionality Recognition ”, 2013

Geometry and Context for Semantic Correspondences 

and Functionality Recognition [Laga et al. 2013]



Geometry and context

68

Functional labels: graspable parts

Image source: Laga et al., “Geometry and Context for Semantic Correspondences and Functionality Recognition ”, 2013



Geometry and context

69

Geometry and Context for Semantic Correspondences 

and Functionality Recognition [Laga et al. 2013]

Image source: Laga et al., “Geometry and Context for Semantic Correspondences and Functionality Recognition ”, 2013



Geometry and context

70

Context-aware metric Geometry only

Functional labels: graspable parts

Image source: Laga et al., “Geometry and Context for Semantic Correspondences and Functionality Recognition ”, 2013



• Similar approaches in computer vision

• Using labels directly or hierarchies of labels

Labeling in computer vision

71

Semantic Labeling of 3D Point 

Clouds with Object Affordance for 

Robot Manipulation [Kim and 

Sukhatme 2014]

Learning function-based 

object classification from 3D 

imagery [Pechuk et al. 2008]

Image sources: Pechuk et al. 2008, and Kim and Sukhatme 2014



• Similar approaches in computer vision

• Using labels directly or hierarchies of labels

Labeling in computer vision

72

Semantic Labeling of 3D Point 

Clouds with Object Affordance for 

Robot Manipulation [Kim and 

Sukhatme 2014]

Graspable, liftable, 

pushable forward / 

backward / left / right

Image source: Kim and Sukhatme 2014



• Now we know the name of the functionality

• Do not know how functionality is enabled

• Do not necessarily know the shape’s 

functionality, mainly the part functionality

Principles and limitations

73



Discovering relations

74



• Meta-representation of shape families

• Co-constrained handles

Discovering relations

75



Meta-representation of shapes
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Are these shapes “valid”?

Image source: Fish et al., “Meta-representation of shape families“, 2014



Meta-representation of shapes
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Are these shapes “valid”?

Image source: Fish et al., “Meta-representation of shape families“, 2014



Meta-representation of shapes
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Learn validity from a collection

Image source: Fish et al., “Meta-representation of shape families“, 2014



Meta-representation of shapes
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How to characterize “validity”?

Analysis

…
Meta-representation

Input

Image source: Fish et al., “Meta-representation of shape families“, 2014



Meta-representation of shapes
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Relations for single parts

Extent of the leg in relation to the entire shape

D
e
n
s
it
y

Image source: Fish et al., “Meta-representation of shape families“, 2014



Meta-representation of shapes
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Relations for pairs of parts

D
e
n
s
it
y

Angle between back and legs

Image source: Fish et al., “Meta-representation of shape families“, 2014



Meta-representation of shapes

82

Relations per shape

Back Seat Leg

Back unary binary binary

Seat unary binary

Leg unary

Binary:

ContactRotationScale

Unary:
Extent

Image source: Fish et al., “Meta-representation of shape families“, 2014



Meta-representation of shapes

83

Characterize validity with the relations

Image source: Fish et al., “Meta-representation of shape families“, 2014



• Validity is useful in several applications:

◦ Exploration

◦ Guided modeling

◦ Coupled editing

Meta-representation of shapes

84



Meta-representation of shapes

85

• Facilitate interactive user editing by 

automatically ensuring validity of the 

outcome

Use the meta-representation 

as a guide!



Meta-representation of shapes

86

General editing approach

User edit

Image source: Fish et al., “Meta-representation of shape families“, 2014



Meta-representation of shapes

87

…

General editing approach

Image source: Fish et al., “Meta-representation of shape families“, 2014



Meta-representation of shapes
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General editing approach

Image source: Fish et al., “Meta-representation of shape families“, 2014



Co-constrained handles
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Co-Constrained Handles for Deformation in Shape 

Collections [Yumer and Kara 2014]

Image source: Yumer and Kara, “Co-Constrained Handles for Deformation in Shape Collections “, 2014



Co-constrained handles
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Co-abstraction of shapes

Image source: Yumer and Kara, “Co-Constrained Handles for Deformation in Shape Collections “, 2014



Co-constrained handles
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Deformation handles

Image source: Yumer and Kara, “Co-Constrained Handles for Deformation in Shape Collections “, 2014



Co-constrained handles
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Shape editing with deformation handles

Image source: Yumer and Kara, “Co-Constrained Handles for Deformation in Shape Collections “, 2014



Co-constrained handles
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Example editing results

Image source: Yumer and Kara, “Co-Constrained Handles for Deformation in Shape Collections “, 2014



• Principle 2: valid configurations of parts 

often involve functional constraints

• Since objects exist and function in the 

physical world

Functionality aspects

94



• Not all relations are related to functionality

• Need to separate functional relations from 

other relations (aesthetic, etc.)

Limitations

95



Symmetry analysis

96



What is symmetry?

97

Dihedral group 

D5: rotations and 

reflections

Cyclic group C3 Infinite group SO(2)

Invariance of geometry under sets of 

transformations: rotations, reflections

Image source: Mitra et al., “Symmetry in 3D Geometry: Extraction and Applications”, 2013



What is symmetry?

98

Regular patterns can be extracted from symmetries

Image sources: Pauly et al., “Discovering Structural Regularity in 3D Geometry”, 2008



• Symmetry in objects due to aesthetic, 

physical, and manufacturing considerations

• Analysis of symmetry can thus benefit 

several applications in graphics

Symmetry

99



Applications of symmetry

100

Thrun and Wegbreit, “Shape from symmetry”, 2005

Completion of missing data

Image sources: Thrun and Wegbreit, “Shape from symmetry”, 2005



Applications of symmetry

101

Image sources: Pauly et al., “Discovering Structural Regularity in 3D Geometry”, 2008

Pauly et al., “Discovering Structural Regularity in 

3D Geometry”, 2008



• For more, see excellent survey by Mitra

and colleagues: “Symmetry in 3D 

Geometry: Extraction and Applications”

Symmetry

102



• Symmetry implies self-correspondences

Functionality aspects

103



How to find symmetries?

104

Image source: Mitra et al., “Partial and Approximate Symmetry Detection for 3D Geometry”, 2006

One possible approach: voting of transformations
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How to find symmetries?

105

Image source: Mitra et al., “Partial and Approximate Symmetry Detection for 3D Geometry”, 2006

One possible approach: voting of transformations
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• Symmetry implies self-correspondences

• Extend this notion from points to parts

Functionality aspects

106



Symmetry analysis

107

Image sources: Wang et al., “Symmetry Hierarchy of Man-Made Objects”, 2011

Symmetric parts and their organization

Symmetry hierarchy of Wang et al. [2011]



Symmetry analysis

108

Image sources: Tevs et al., “Relating Shapes via Geometric Symmetries and Regularities”, 2014

Symmetric parts and their organization

Regularity graphs of Tevs et al. [2014]



• Principle 1: corresponding parts on 

shapes likely perform the same function

• Symmetry implies self-correspondences

• Principle 3: symmetric parts tend to 

perform the same function

Functionality aspects

109



• With symmetry analysis, we also discover 

the symmetry invariance or transformation

Functionality aspects

110

Illustrating how mechanical assemblies work

Mitra et al. [2014]

Image sources: Mitra et al., “llustrating How Mechanical Assemblies Work”, 2014



• Principle 1: corresponding parts on 

shapes likely perform the same function

• Principle 2: valid configurations of parts 

often involve functional constraints

• Principle 3: symmetric parts tend to 

perform the same function

Review: functionality aspects

111



• Insightful principles that help derive cues 

about the functionality of shapes

• A good basis to perform further analysis

• Next logical steps: 
◦ Consider the global structure of the shapes

◦ Model functionality more explicitly

Conclusion

112



Form and function: from 

structure analysis to functional 

manipulation and modeling



• The shape of a building or object should be 

primarily based upon its intended function 

or purpose.

Form & Function

114



Form & Function

115

The design of the 

object or building

Form comes 

before function
The use of the 

objects.



• For an example, a chair's shape is designed 

according to the exact purpose of its existence (e.g., 

have a seat, take a nap, etc.). For taking a nap, the 

chair’s seat and back must be long enough to make 

the people feel comfortable and cosy. 

Form follows function in objects

116



• A bedroom’s shape is designed to have particular 

common arrangements of elements (i.e., lamp close 

to bed, bench in front of bed, sofa on the side.). 

Form follows function in scenes

117

http://www.crazy3dfree.com/Model/Bedroom/Bedroom-3D-

Model--5.html

[Wong et al. 2015]
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• Where is the challenge?

Discovering form from object(s)

120

[Cole et al. 2012]

[Zheng et al. 2013][Yumer et al. 2012]

How do we encode it?What is the form?



• Interaction representation
◦ Object is composed by a number of functional 

parts

◦ Each individual part is functional and bears 
relations to the other functional parts

Discovering form from object(s)

121



• Does form necessarily mean parts + parts 

relations?

• Function as a part vs. function as a whole.

Discovering form from object(s)

122



• Single shape v.s. shape collection
◦ While a diverse set of objects might have 

rather different geometry or styles, the core 
functionality remains the same.

◦ Can we identify the core functional form from 
object(s)?

Discovering form from object(s)

123

[Xu et al. 2012]



• Beyond geometry
◦ Data -> knowledge?

Recurring part arrangements

124

[Zheng et al. 2014]



• Goal: pairwise correspondence in 

arrangements?

Recurring part arrangements
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• Goal: pairwise correspondence in 

arrangements?

Recurring part arrangements

126

[Zheng et al. 2014]

v v v v



• Shape representation
◦ Components as nodes

◦ Relations as edges, e.g., contacts, 
symmetry.

Recurring part arrangements

127



◦ How to compare parts?

◦ Which parts are in correspondence?

◦ How to merge the parts?

Where is the challenge?

128



Graph abstraction

129



For the correct grouping

130



Focus on arrangements

131



Pair arrangements

132

High Similarity



Pair arrangements

133

High Similarity



Pair arrangements

134

Low Similarity



Parts similarity

135

High Similarity

High Similarity

Low Similarity



Arrangements recur!

136



Method pipeline

137



138

[ et al. 2012]

Deformable Template
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M1

S(M1)

M2

S(M2)

M4

S(M4)

M3

S(M3)
[ et al. 2012]



Learning deformable template

140

[Kim et al. 2014]

Back can get longer and wider Arm can vary in positions



Learning deformable template

141

[Kim et al. 2014]



• Goal: relate structure / context to 

semantics
◦ Semantic correspondences, without prior 

knowledge or textual labels

◦ Cues for functionality recognition

142

[Laga et al. 2013]



• Initial structure graph
◦ Each shape part forms a node

◦ Connect adjacent parts with an undirected 
edge

143

[Laga et al. 2013]



• Enrich the graph with more structural 

relations
◦ Side contact, co-axial, symmetry, containment

◦ Horizontal support

144

[Laga et al. 2013]



• Example of enriched graph

145

[Laga et al. 2013]



• Two nodes are similar if
◦ Their geometries are similar and their contexts 

are similar

◦ Represent each node with geometric 
descriptors

146

[Laga et al. 2013]



• Context-aware similarity metric 

147

[Laga et al. 2013]
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Courtesy of [Laga et al. 2013]
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• Traditional shape manipulation techniques
◦ Largely focus on either preserving local 

geometric features, e.g., curvatures.

◦ Or high-level structural features, e.g., circularity, 
co-planarity, or symmetry.

Shape manipulation

150

[Lipman et al. 2005] [Gal et al. 2009]



• Can generate rich sets of shape variations
◦ Inspiring creation

• May cause a modification or even loss of 

shape functionality

Traditional shape manipulation

151

[Gal et al. 2009][Kraevoy et al. 2008]



• How do we preserve functionality?
◦ Object has its intended function (usage)

◦ Man-made objects are human-centered

Traditional shape manipulation

152

Courtesy of [Manolis et al. 2015]

Human-centric Analysis



• Goal
◦ Reshape an object to fit a particular human 

pose, e.g., sit, lay down, etc.
• Human pose => usage

Ergonomics-driven reshaping

153

Sit with back 

support

Lay down without 

head support

[Zheng et al. 2016]



• Where is the challenge?
◦ Ergonomics rules are complicated

• It involves constraints from multiple aspects, such as 
body-to-shape contact analysis, physical force 
affordance, and biological feedbacks, etc.

◦ There is no explicit connection between 
geometry and the ergonomic rules.
• We can only learn from extensive psychological 

experiments, and its case-by-case.

Ergonomics-driven reshaping

154

[Zheng et al. 2016]



• Where is the challenge?
◦ How do we convert ergonomic rules into 

geometric constraints?

◦ How do we deform the shape to satisfy the 
geometric constraints?

Ergonomics-driven reshaping

155

[Zheng et al. 2016]



• Pre-defined Human Poses
◦ Human poses drive shape deformations

• Body-to-shape contact analysis => implicit 
deformation handles

Method

156

multiple sitting

…

[Zheng et al. 2016]



• Part-based deformation
◦ Each part forms a node in the graph

◦ Adjacent parts are connected by edges

Shape representation

157

[Zheng et al. 2016]



• Body-pose to geometric constraints
◦ Angle, width, length, heights reflected to part 

bounding boxes.

Ergonomics mapping

158

sitting

[Zheng et al. 2016]



• Contacts-enforced deformation 

propagation
◦ Group the ergonomic constraints and apply 

them one by one to avoid conflicts

◦ Iteratively deform and optimize individual part

Edit propagation

159

[Zheng et al. 2016]



• Contacts-enforced deformation 

propagation

Edit propagation

160

[Zheng et al. 2016]



• Pose-driven shape exploration, retrieval 

and co-placement

Applications

161

Shape exploration

Shape Retrieval and co-placement

[Zheng et al. 2016]
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3D repositories

163

Structure

Parts

Correspondences

Variations

Grouping

Symmetry

Function

Physics

What is missing?

Data Analysis

Exploration

Reconstruction

Content Creation

Editing

Modeling

[Courtesy of Kim Ph.D. Thesis 2013 @Princeton]



• Creating a model that is functional

Functionality-driven modeling

164

[Lau et al. 2011]

[Mitra et al. 2010] [Xu et al. 2016]

[Koo et al. 2014] [Shao et al. 2016]

from 3d model from scratch from images

[Saul et al. 2010]



Functionality-driven modeling

165

Type of mechanical parts

cam axle crank

…

Part analysis Interaction analysis

[Koo et al. 2010]

[Mitra et al. 2010]



Constructing interaction graph

166

rotation axis

teeth: 8…
1.Motions of individual 

parts
are related to their 
geometry 

[Courtesy of Mitra et al. 2011]



Constructing interaction graph

167

rotation axis

teeth: 8…

rack & 
pinion

1.Motions of individual 
parts
are related to their 
geometry 

2. Interactions between 
parts
are related to their 
spatial configuration

[Courtesy of Mitra et al. 2011]



Constructing interaction graph

168

[Courtesy of Mitra et al. 2011]

rotation axis

teeth: 8…
rack & 
pinion

1.Part analysis
How individual parts move

2.Interaction analysis
How parts interact



Constructing interaction graph

169

[Courtesy of Mitra et al. 2011]

rotation axis

teeth: 8…
rack & 
pinion

1.Part analysis
How individual parts move

2.Interaction analysis
How parts interact



Symmetry detection
[Mitra et al., 2006]

Part analysis

170[Courtesy of Mitra et al. 2011]

Rotational symmetry Helical symmetry

Translational symmetry



Sharp edge loops
(Gal et al., 2009)

Part analysis

171[Courtesy of Mitra et al. 2011]

Bevel gear

Spur gear



Sharp edge loops
(Gal et al., 2009)

Part analysis

172[Courtesy of Mitra et al. 2011]

Loops

Axis

Radius

Teeth count



Part analysis

173[Courtesy of Mitra et al. 2011]

rotation axis

teeth: 8…
1.Part analysis

How individual parts move

2.Interaction analysis
How parts interact

(Motion axes, cylinders/cones, 
radius, teeth count, pitch, etc.)

rack & 
pinion



Part analysis

174[Courtesy of Mitra et al. 2011]

rotation axis

teeth: 8…
1.Part analysis

How individual parts move

2.Interaction analysis
How parts interact

(Motion axes, cylinders/cones, 
radius, teeth count, pitch, etc.)

rack & 
pinion



Interaction analysis

175[Courtesy of Mitra et al. 2011]

(Agrawala et al., 2003)



Interaction analysis

176[Courtesy of Mitra et al. 2011]

Parallel
motion axes

Matching
radii

Spur gear

axle crank

helical 
gear

rack & 
pinion

bevel 
gear

worm 
gear

spur
gear

ring
gear



Motion computation

Interaction analysis

177[Courtesy of Mitra et al. 2011]

driver part

Apply propagation rule
for worm gear interaction

Apply propagation rule
for co-axial interaction



Workable prototype pipeline

178[Courtesy of Koo et al. 2014]
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• Functional shape representation
◦ A better way of encoding 

functionality?
• Object-level & Part-level

• Functional manipulation
◦ Data-driven approaches

• Functional modeling

◦ From raw data, e.g., point cloud?

◦ Functionality-driven inference

Conclusion and future work

180



Human-centric analysis for 

understanding interactions



Human-centric analysis for 

understanding interactions

182
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Human-centric analysis for 

understanding interactions

[https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sofagarnitur-almera2.jpg CC BY-SA 3.0 DE]
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“Hallucinated 

humans”

[Jiang et al. 2013]

Human-centric analysis for 

understanding interactions

“What makes a chair

a chair?”

[Grabner et al. 2011]

“Inferring forces 

and learning 

human utilities”

[Zhu et al. 2016]
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“Visual Question Answering”

[Antol et al. 2015]

[Zhu et al. 2015]

[Krishna et al. 2016]

Human-centric analysis for 

understanding interactions

Which?

When?

Where?

Who?

What?

How?

Why?



3D environments as spaces for action

Understanding by generation

Learning by observation

Human-centric approach

186



Joint human-environment model

187

What do I need to

do A?

Activity-centric Scene 

Synthesis for Functional 

3D Scene Modeling

[Fisher et al. 2015]

Where can I

do A?

SceneGrok: Inferring 

Action Maps in 3D 

Environments

[Savva et al. 2014]

How do I

do A?

PiGraphs: Learning 

Interaction Snapshots 

from Observations

[Savva et al. 2016]

𝑃 𝐸, 𝐽, 𝐴
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Interaction snapshot

synthesis

Interaction-based

scene synthesis

What do I need to

do A?

Action

maps

Where can I

do A?

How do I

do A?



The life of objects

189

hipshands

gaze
?

back

J

armrests

chair

chair

Q: How do human bodies interact with objects?



Interaction linkage projected onto 3D objects:
◦ Visual attention (gaze)

◦ Touch (hands)

◦ Back support (torso)

◦ Hip support (hips)

Human interactions with objects

190



Interaction linkage

191

hipshands

gaze
monitor

back

J

armrests

chair

chair

𝒔𝒃𝒂𝒄𝒌 𝒂, 𝒐 = 

𝒊

max
𝒂 − 𝒑𝒊
𝒂 − 𝒑𝒊

⋅ 𝒏𝒊, 𝟎 /𝑵

a

𝑝𝒊, 𝒏𝒊



• Input ≈ collection of 3D object models

• Output ≈ arrangement of objects into scene

Task: 3D scene synthesis

192

…



• Challenges
◦ Large space of scene configurations

◦ Plausible scene configurations is small fraction

◦ Critical implicit functional constraints

• Approaches by prior work
◦ Constraint satisfaction [Xu et al. 2002]

◦ Rule-based [Merrell et al. 2011]

◦ Pairwise object relations [Fisher et al. 2012]

Task: 3D scene synthesis

193



Synthesizing scenes given actions

194

Input 3D scan

?

Q: What are plausible scenes given an 

environment’s geometry

and action points in the environment?

Geometry Actions

+
sit + eat



Getting interaction data

195

Objects labeled

by body part

400 objects

Virtual agents in 3D scenes

125 scenes



Synthesizing scenes given actions

196

Input 3D scan

+

Interaction annotations

Geometry Actions



Interaction linkage functions

197

input scan

all interaction terms

no gaze

no hands

no hips

no torso



Evaluation

198

Human [Fisher et al. 2012] Interaction linkage



Evaluation
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Human [Fisher et al. 2012] Interaction linkage

4.34 2.97 3.98



Interaction-based

scene synthesis

What do I need to

do A?

𝑃 𝐸|𝐴, 𝐽

Interaction snapshot

synthesis

Action

maps

Where can I

do A?

How do I

do A?

Interaction model helps generate

better scenes

BUT a lot of shortcuts!
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Interaction-based

scene synthesis

What do I need to

do A?

𝑃 𝐸|𝐴, 𝐽

Interaction snapshot

synthesis

Action

maps

Where can I

do A?

How do I

do A?

Learn from real-

world observations

Predict action 

maps



Observations from the real-world

202



Data collection

203

RGB-D scan Reconstruction Segment labeling

chair

Skeletal trackingRGB-D observation Segment activation

back

contact



Data

204

30 rooms: offices, living rooms, bedrooms, …

63 videos of 5 subjects (~2 hrs, ~300 action observations)

Interactions in 13 verb classes:

look, sit, stand, write, lean, lie, grasp, read, type, 

touch, switch, use, “rest feet”

sit-chair + look-monitor

+ type-keyboard lie-bed

stand-floor

+ write-whiteboard



Where can I do A?

Action maps

205



Body-centric representation

206

Segment  𝑺𝟎 ∈ ℝ
𝟓

p𝒛
h𝒛
d𝒙𝒚
a𝒙𝒚
n𝒛

=

𝟎. 𝟔𝟎𝒎
𝟎. 𝟐𝟓𝒎
𝟎. 𝟓𝟎𝒎
𝟎. 𝟎𝟓𝒎
𝟎. 𝟎𝟓

𝑺𝟏𝑺𝟑

𝑺𝟐𝑺𝟒

𝑺𝟓

Use

PC

𝑺𝟎

segment 𝒌-means   codebook 𝓓 ∈ ℝ𝟓×𝒌

embedding

Use

PC

𝒇 ∈ ℝ𝒋𝒌

p𝒛

h𝒛

d𝒙𝒚



Predicting action maps

207

𝑴𝒔𝒊𝒕(𝒙)

Q: Where can I do action A in environment E?

𝑃 𝐴 | 𝐸, 𝐽 
𝑱

𝑷𝑨(𝒙, 𝑱) = 𝑴𝑨 𝒙

𝒇 ∈ ℝ𝒋𝒌

𝑨

prediction



Action map predictions

208

“sitting in furniture”



Action map predictions

209

“using desktop PC”



Application: action-based scene retrieval

210

?

 𝑴𝒔𝒊𝒕

 𝑴𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒅

 𝑴𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒌

 𝑴𝒔𝒍𝒆𝒆𝒑

⋮

Action-based

3D scene 

descriptor

∈ ℝ𝒌

Query scene Top retrieved scenes
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Interaction-based

scene synthesis

What do I need to

do A?

𝑃 𝐸|𝐴, 𝐽

Interaction snapshot

synthesis

Action

maps

Where can I

do A?

How do I

do A?

Learn from real-

world observations

Predict action 

maps

𝑃 𝐴|𝐸, 𝐽
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Interaction snapshot

synthesis

Interaction-based

scene synthesis

What do I need to

do A?

Action

maps

Where can I

do A?

How do I

do A?

𝑃 𝐸|𝐴, 𝐽 𝑃 𝐴|𝐸, 𝐽

How do we synthesize interactions?



Refining the human-centric representation
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Refining the human-centric representation

214

Q: What is the pose and relevant objects given action A?

𝑺𝟏𝑺𝟑

𝑺𝟐𝑺𝟒

𝑺𝟓

Use

PC

𝑺𝟎

hips

torso

hands

feet

gaze

monitor

key-

board

backrest

seat

floor

sit-chair

+ look-monitor 

+ type-keyboard

𝑃 𝐸, 𝐽 | 𝐴



Interaction graphs

215

Segment  𝑺𝟎 ∈ ℝ
𝟓

p𝒛
h𝒛
d𝒙𝒚
a𝒙𝒚
n𝒛

=

𝟎. 𝟔𝟎𝒎
𝟎. 𝟐𝟓𝒎
𝟎. 𝟓𝟎𝒎
𝟎. 𝟎𝟓𝒎
𝟎. 𝟎𝟓

p𝒛
h𝒛

d𝒙𝒚

hips

torso

hands

feet

gaze

monitor

key-

board

backrest

seat

floor

sit-chair

+ look-monitor 

+ type-keyboard

torso backrest

Contact  𝒄𝟎 ∈ ℝ
𝟓

h𝒄
r𝒄
r𝒛
θ𝒙𝒚
n𝒛

=

𝟎. 𝟓𝟓𝒎
𝟎. 𝟎𝟓𝒎
𝟎. 𝟐𝟎𝒎
𝟎. 𝟑𝟓
𝟎. 𝟎𝟓

h𝒄

Center of Mass
r𝒄

z𝒄



Interaction graphs

216

p𝒛

hips

torso

hands

feet

gaze

monitor

key-

board

backrest

seat

floor

sit-chair

+ look-monitor 

+ type-keyboard

torso backrest

Contact  𝒄𝟎 ∈ ℝ
𝟓

h𝒄
r𝒄
r𝒛
θ𝒙𝒚
n𝒛

=

𝟎. 𝟓𝟓𝒎
𝟎. 𝟎𝟓𝒎
𝟎. 𝟐𝟎𝒎
𝟎. 𝟑𝟓
𝟎. 𝟎𝟓

Segment  𝑺𝟎 ∈ ℝ
𝟓

p𝒛
h𝒛
d𝒙𝒚
a𝒙𝒚
n𝒛

=

𝟎. 𝟔𝟎𝒎
𝟎. 𝟐𝟓𝒎
𝟎. 𝟓𝟎𝒎
𝟎. 𝟎𝟓𝒎
𝟎. 𝟎𝟓



Prototypical interaction graphs
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hips

torso

hands

feet

gaze

monitor

key-

board

backrest

seat

floor

sit-chair

+ look-monitor 

+ type-keyboard

torso backrest

Segment Priors
p𝒛
h𝒛
d𝒙𝒚
a𝒙𝒚
n𝒛

=

Contact Priors
h𝒄
r𝒄
r𝒛
θ𝒙𝒚
n𝒛

=

…



Prototypical interaction graphs

218

hips

torso

hands

feet

gaze

monitor

key-

board

backrest

seat

floor

sit-chair

+ look-monitor 

+ type-keyboard

Segment Priors
p𝒛
h𝒛
d𝒙𝒚
a𝒙𝒚
n𝒛

=

Contact Priors
h𝒄
r𝒄
r𝒛
θ𝒙𝒚
n𝒛

=

Segment Priors
p𝒛
h𝒛
d𝒙𝒚
a𝒙𝒚
n𝒛

=

Gaze Priors
h𝒄
r𝒄
r𝒛
θ𝒙𝒚
n𝒛

=

…
…

…
…
…
…



What has the model learned?

219



Average poses

sit type read look



Body part activation

sit type read look



Body-environment linkage

sit-chairsit-stool
sit-chair & 

look-monitor & 
type-keyboard
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How do I do A?

Interaction snapshots



Sit on a chair and watch TV

224



Generating interaction snapshots

225

Inferred interactions

Iterative posing

Model retrieval and pose sampling

Watch-TV + “rest feet”-stool

Input

0 1

32



lie-bed sit-bed + use-laptop

Example interaction snapshots

226

look-whiteboardsit-chair + use-laptop



Interaction snapshot plausibility evaluation

227

Fixed positioning

Average pose

Priors for positioning

Average pose

Priors for positioning

Optimized pose

Average = 3.09 Average = 3.79 Average = 3.92

sit-couch + use-laptop



“Text to interaction”

228

He is sitting on the bed and using a laptop

He is sitting on a couch He is watching TV and resting his feet on a stool

He is sitting on the couch and reading a book
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Interaction snapshot

synthesis

Interaction-based

scene synthesis

What do I need to

do A?

Action

maps

Where can I

do A?

How do I

do A?

𝑃 𝐸|𝐴, 𝐽 𝑃 𝐴|𝐸, 𝐽 𝑃 𝐸, 𝐽|𝐴

Plausible interaction generation

Capturing common sense facts



Interaction-based

scene synthesis

What do I need to

do A?

𝑃 𝐸|𝐴, 𝐽

Interaction snapshot

synthesis

Action

maps

Where can I

do A?

How do I

do A?

Human-centric analysis for 

improved scene synthesis
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Interaction-based

scene synthesis

What do I need to

do A?

𝑃 𝐸|𝐴, 𝐽

Interaction snapshot

synthesis

Action

maps

Where can I

do A?

How do I

do A?

Human-centric 

analysis for 

predicting actions

𝑃 𝐴|𝐸, 𝐽
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Interaction snapshot

synthesis

Interaction-based

scene synthesis

What do I need to

do A?

Action

maps

Where can I

do A?

How do I

do A?

𝑃 𝐸|𝐴, 𝐽 𝑃 𝐴|𝐸, 𝐽

Human-centric analysis for

generating interactions

𝑃 𝐸, 𝐽|𝐴



• Promising direction: link to computer vision tasks

• An example: interaction-based 3D scene analysis

Future work

233

RGB-D scan Predicted voxel labelsPredicted interaction



• Finer scale actions

• Social actions and hierarchical actions

• Dynamic interactions

Limitations

234

[Lee et al. 2006] [Min and Chai 2012] [Agrawal et al. 2016]



Functionality analysis based on

general object-object interaction



• Restricted cases
◦ Multiple interactions

Human-object interaction

236



• Restricted cases
◦ No human-object interaction

Human-object interaction

237



• Restricted cases
◦ Large pose variations

Human-object interaction

238



• Specific agent ⇒ general context

Object-object interaction

239

[Kim et al. 2014]



• Traditional simple measure
◦ Distance, orientation and ergonomic…

Object-object interaction

240

[Yu et al. 2011]



• Geometric representation
◦ Interaction Bisector Surface (IBS)

• Points that are equidistant from two objects

Object-object interaction

241

[Zhao et al. 2012]



• Geometric representation
◦ Interaction Bisector Surface (IBS)

• Points that are equidistant from two objects

Object-object interaction

242

[Zhao et al. 2012]

blue: IBS    grey: medial axis 



• IBS divides the scene space into cells
◦ One cell per scene object

Relationship template

243

[Zhao et al. 2016]



• Generate scene variations
◦ One example scene with complex relationships

◦ Fit new objects independently to each cell

Relationship template

244

[Zhao et al. 2016]



• Generate scene variations

Relationship template

245

[Zhao et al. 2016]

Synthesized variations

Input scene

…



Object functionality

246



Object functionality

247

Central object



• Infer functionality by considering
◦ Object-object interaction

◦ Scene context

Object functionality

248



• Capture multiple, different interactions

Challenges

Pushing

Holding

249



• Insensitivity to object geometry and count

Challenges

Books

Trophies

250



• Group interactions in a meaningful manner

Challenges

Structural organization

251



• Contextual shape descriptor

Interaction Context (ICON)

[Hu et al. 2015]

252



Object-object interaction

253

Central object

[Hu et al. 2015]



Object-object interaction

254

[Hu et al. 2015]



Object-object interaction

255

Interaction Bisector Surface

Interaction Region

[Zhao et al. 14]

• Geometric representation

[Hu et al. 2015]



Object-object interaction

256

• Geometric representation

[Hu et al. 2015]



Object-object interaction

257

• Geometric representation

[Hu et al. 2015]



IBS

IR

Object-object interaction

258

• Geometric representation

[Hu et al. 2015]



• Hierarchical organization

ICON

259

[Hu et al. 2015]



• Single object interaction

ICON

260

[Hu et al. 2015]



• Single object interaction

ICON

261

[Hu et al. 2015]



• Group interaction

ICON

262

[Hu et al. 2015]



• Group interaction

ICON

263

[Hu et al. 2015]



• Subtree isomorphism

ICON comparison

264

[Hu et al. 2015]



Shape retrieval

265

Query Top retrievals

[Hu et al. 2015]



Shape retrieval

266

Query Top retrievals

[Hu et al. 2015]



• Contextual shape descriptor
◦ Shape has to be given in a scene context

Limitation

267

[Hu et al. 2015]



• A functionality model for an object category
◦ Encode all the functionality-related properties

◦ Recognize functionality of shapes in isolation

Functionality model

268

Functionality

Model

(Chair)



• Part structure

Functionality model

269

function

shape

[Rivlin et al. 1995]



Functionality model

270

[Pechuk et al. 2008]

• Part structure



Functionality model

271

[Pechuk et al. 2008]



• Rely heavily on prior knowledge

Limitation

272

[Pechuk et al. 2008]



• Rely heavily on prior knowledge
◦ Constrained object shape and structure

Limitation

273

[Pechuk et al. 2008]
[http://eyespired.nl/butaque-stoel-mexico-hout]



• Patch-level properties

Functionality model

274

[Stark and Bowyer 1991]



Category hierarchy

275

[Stark and Bowyer 1991]



• Provide sittable surface

Functional property

276

[Stark and Bowyer 1991]



Recognition results

277

NONCHAIR

Straight Back 

Chair

Conventional 

Chair

[Stark and Bowyer 1991]



• The category hierarchy is handcrafted

Limitation

278

[Stark and Bowyer 1991]



• Learn how objects function via co-analysis
• Patch-level properties

Functionality model

Unary 

properties

Unary 

properties

Unary 

properties

[Hu et al. 2016]

279



• Interaction ⇒ functionality

Key observation

280

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Co-analysis ⇒ common properties

Key observation

281

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Shape collection

Co-analysis

282

[Hu et al. 2016]



• ICON

Co-analysis

283

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Correspondence

Co-analysis

284

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Functional patch

Co-analysis

285

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Proto-patch 

Co-analysis

286

…

…

…

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Unary properties

Co-analysis

287

…

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Binary properties

Co-analysis

288

[Hu et al. 2016]



Functionality model

289

Unary 

properties

3
Proto-patch

Unary 

properties

2
Proto-patch

Unary 

properties

1
Proto-patch

Binary

properties
[Hu et al. 2016]



• Functionality score

Prediction

290

Score = 0.96 Score = 0.92

Score = 0.84 Score = 0.72

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Functionality score

Prediction

291

𝐷𝑢

𝐷𝑏 [Hu et al. 2016]



• Initial prediction

Prediction

[Hu et al. 2016]

292



• Refinement

Prediction

[Hu et al. 2016]

293



• Refinement

Prediction

[Hu et al. 2016]

294

Score = 0.95



• 15 categories, 608 scenes 

Dataset

295

4542444147324145

10354945404349

[Hu et al. 2016]



Prediction

296

Score = 0.97 Score = 0.96 Score = 0.94

Score = 0.97 Score = 0.97 Score = 0.95

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Object recognition

Application

297

Drying Rack

Bicycle

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Category correlation

Application

298

• Chair-Chair

• Chair-Handcart

• Desk-Table

• Desk-TV bench

• Hanger-Desk

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Functional similarity measure
◦ Functionality score to each category

◦ Support similar types of functionalities ⇒
functionally similar

Application

299

0.999 0.972 0.71 … 0.90 …

0.982 0.988 0.73 … 0.993 …

Chair Handcart Hook … Stroller …

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Functional similarity measure
◦ 2D embedding

Application

300

Ours LFD

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Multi-function

Application

301

Hanger Handcart Desk Drying Rack

Scale down Scale up Scale up Scale up

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Multi-function
◦ Inspiring designs

Application

302

Drying rack Basket VaseStroller

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Functionality enhancement

Application

303

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Functional hybrid

Application

304

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Learn for each object category
◦ How via common object-to-object interactions 

◦ Where via functional patch localization

◦ Enable various functionality-aware applications

Functionality model

305

Score = 0.96

[Hu et al. 2016]



• Patch-level properties
◦ Unary and binary

• Higher-order, or even hierarchical, relations 

◦ Local feature
• More global, like stability consideration

Limitation

306

Hanger Desk
[Hu et al. 2016]



• Interaction
◦ Human-object interaction

◦ Object-object interaction

• IBS，scene template，ICON

• Functionality model
◦ Part structure

◦ Patch-level properties

• Handcrafted

• Learn via co-analysis

Conclusion

307



Conclusion



• Part 1: Structure-aware and data-driven 

works oriented to functionality analysis
◦ Do not explicitly create a model of functionality, 

but recognize it or account for it indirectly

• Part 2: New directions in functionality 

analysis
◦ Explicit functionality models

◦ More global, not necessarily part-based

Conclusion

309



• Structure and functionality

Conclusion

310



• Human-object and object-object interactions

Conclusion

311



• Functionality-aware shape modeling

Applications

312
…



• Functionality-aware shape modeling

• Functionality-based shape retrieval

Applications

313

Drying Rack

Bicycle



• Functionality-aware shape modeling

• Functionality-based shape retrieval

• Functionality-guided scene synthesis

Applications

314

sit-couch + use-laptop



• Functionality-aware shape modeling

• Functionality-based shape retrieval

• Functionality-guided scene synthesis

• …

Applications

315



• Interaction representation: IBS & IR
◦ Other more informative ways, i.e., RAID in 2D

Limitation & future work

316

[Guerrero et al. 2016]



• Analysis entirely based on geometry
◦ Consider other aspects like material

Limitation & future work

317



• Different levels of functionality
◦ Functionality of parts

◦ Part-level ICON and functionality model

◦ Functional subunits? Hierarchy?

Limitation & future work

318



• Static configurations of object interactions
◦ Dynamic settings: dynamic interaction + object

Limitation & future

319



• Incorporate human-object interaction and 

object-object interaction

Limitation & future work

320



• “Grand challenge”: a model covering a 

range of functionality aspects
◦ Human-object

◦ Object-object

◦ Dynamic settings

◦ Physical properties

◦ …

• Use the model for analysis and synthesis

• E.g., realistic shape and scene synthesis

Limitation & future work

321



• Functionality vs. style

Limitation & future work

322

Same functionality Same style
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